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James Taylor argues that my account of warrant - that quantity
enough of which,togetherwith true belief, is sufficientfor knowledge
is faulty.I'd like firstto thankhim for his searchingquestions;they have
certainty given me something to think about. However, I also think
those questionshave answers.
Now roughly speaking, and subject to a lot of qualifications,my
accountof warrantgoes as follows:
(Warrant)S's belief that p has warrantfor S if and only if p is formedby S's cognitive
facultiesfunctioningproperlyin an appropriateepistemic environmentaccordingto a
designplanthatis successfullyaimedat truth.'

By wayof objection,Tayloroffersa dilemma:
I hope to have establishedthat if the concept of properfunctioningis analyzedin terms
of an actual designing agent or process, then accounts of warrant employing this
concept are, althoughinterestingand novel, subjectto at least one counterexample.In
addition, I have argued that if the concept of proper functioningis not analyzed in
termsof an actualdesigningprocess or agent,then eitherPlantinga'saccountof warrant
does not clearly constitute a superior alternativeto reliabilism,or it reduces to a
versionof reliabilism.

Accordingly, the two essential premisses of Taylor's dilemma:
(l) if the concept of proper function is analyzablein terms of an actuallydesigning
agent, (whethera conscious designer or impersonalprocess, such as evolution2)then
my accountis subjectto counterexample,

and
(2) If the concept of properfunctionis not analyzablein terms of an actuallydesigning
agent, then either my account reducesto a version of reliabilismor at any rate it is not
a superioralternativeto reliabilism.
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Two initial problems loom. First, of course, there are a thousand
different ways in which the concept of proper function might be
thought analyzablein terms of an actually designing agent. Does the
actuallydesigningagent have to know what he is doing? Does he have
to intend to bring about the result he does bring about? Could he
design somethingby accident? Couldn't somethingbe designed by a
committee, or by a series of designers (like some of the medieval
cathedrals),and would that count? Does the designer have to know
much of anythingabout how the object that results from his design
works?There are plenty of other questions,but perhapswe can simply
note theirexistenceand try to conductthe discussionin such a way that
we need not answerthem.
The second initialproblemis more interesting.To appreciateit, we
must first understandwhy someone might proceed in Taylor'sdilemmatic fashion. Perhaps a reason is as follows. Suppose you analyze
some propertyP in terms of a propertyQ. Now suppose furtherthat it
is fairly plausibleto think that Q itself is analyzablein terms of some
third property R - but also fairly plausible to think that it isn't
analyzablein terms of R. I assume that Q is analyzablein terms of R,
and show that under this assumption,your analysis of P is at best
doubtful.You then point out that my assumptionthat Q is analyzable
in terms of R is doubtful,and do not consider yourself refuted.I then
assumethat Q is not analyzablein termsof R and show thatunder that
assumptionyour accountis also doubtful.You now point out that this
assumptionis doubtfultoo, and once more refuse to consideryourself
refuted.In exasperation,I say:"Look:either Q is analyzablein termsof
R or it isn't. Either way your account of P is doubtful.Thereforeyour
accountof P is doubtful."
Am I right?No. Supposeyour accountis absolutelyimpeccable:you
analyze P in terms of itself,or some other property Q whose equivalence to P is wholly and utterlyobvious. It could still be that both the
conjunctionof your analysisof P in terms of Q with the proposition
that Q is analyzablein termsof R, and the conjunctionof your analysis
of P in terms of Q with the proposition that Q is not analyzablein
terms of R - it could be that both of these are doubtful.The doubt in
each case could emanatefrom the doubtfulnessof the second conjunct.
Suppose it is doubtfulthat whales evolved from small land creatures-
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but also doubtfulthat they didn't.Then both All men are mortal and
whales evolvedfrom small land creaturesand All men are mortal and
whalesdid not evolvefrom small land creaturesare doubtful;it doesn't
follow thatthereis anydoubtaboutAll men are mortal.
The problem here really arises as follows. The conjunctionof your
analysisof P in terms of Q with the propositionthat Q is analyzablein
terms of R is indeed doubtful:but it doesn't follow that if Q in fact is
analyzablein terms of R, then your analysis of P in terms of Q is
doubtful.Similarly,then, for my account of warrantin terms of proper
function.Perhapsthe conjunctionof that account with the proposition
that proper function is analyzablein terms of an actually designing
agent is problematic;it doesn't follow that if proper functionin fact is
analyzablein terms of an actuallydesigningagent, then my account of
warrantin terms of properfunctionis problematic.But then it could be
thatboth
warrantis analyzablein terms of proper functionand properfunctionis analyzablein
termsof an actuallydesigningagent

and
warrantis analyzablein terms of properfunctionand properfunctionis not analyzable
in termsof an actuallydesigningagent

are dubious and problematic;it doesn't follow that my account of
warrantin termsof properfunctionis dubiousor problematic.
Bearing this possibility in mind, suppose we consider Taylor's(1):
how does the argumentfor it go and what is the alleged counterexample?As a matterof fact, there are two counterexamples.According to the first, it is possible that a knower (a being that has beliefs
some of which have a high degree of warrant)come into existence,not
as a result of evolution,nor of the intentionalcreativeactivityof God,
but as a resultof unusuallycarelessor incompetentcreativeactivityon
the part of someone else. (You set out to make a refrigerator,but
throughreally monumentalincompetencemake somethingthat works
justlike a toaster.)
Suppose God appointed a powerful but clumsy angel to create a few things (things
incapableof warrantedbelief). In the process, the angel botches one creativeattempt
and Theodore is the unintendedresult.ThoughTheodore has not been designed,given
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that his cognitivefunctioningis like that of a normalhuman,it seems possible that he
havewarrantedbelief.

Here there is an initialpuzzle:the clumsyangel of the example is an
actuallydesigningagent (even if an exceedinglyclumsyone); hence this
case is not one in which there is a knowernot designedby an actually
designingagent. For present purposes,however, I think we can ignore
this point. The structureof this part of Taylor'sargumentis as follows:
accordingto my account,warrantnecessarilyinvolves properfunction;
but if properfunctionis to be analyzedin termsof an actuallydesigning
agent (evolutionor God, for example),then the Theodore case is a case
where there is warrantbut no proper function;so if proper functionis
to be analyzedin that way, the Theodore case is a counterexampleto
my accountof warrant.
There are many interestingissues worthpursuinghere, but I want to
pursue only one. Is it really clear that the Theodore case is indeed
possible? My account of warrantis an account of what it is for a
person's beliefs to have warrant;if the Theodore case is to be a
counterexample,Theodore must be a person; but is it really possible
for someone (even an angel) to create a person unintentionallyand by
virtue of titanic incompetence, intending to create something not
capable of warrantedbelief, but winding up, oddly enough, having
created a person? I haven'tany reason to think this possible. I'm not
positive that is impossible;but I am inclined to think it is, and hence
don't consider it a counterexampleto my account. To put it another
way, the Theodore case isn't at all clearly possible; so I don't mind if
my account implies that it isn't possible. It is true, I think,that one has
some inclinationto think it possible that a being capable of warranted
belief should pop into existence "bychance"or by virtue of an incompetent agent'stryingto create somethingquite different.This needn'tbe
thoughtof as casting doubt on my account of warrant,however;maybe instead it casts doubt on the idea that proper function requiresa
reasonablysuccessfulandnot whollyincompetentdesigner.
I think Taylor himself should come to the same conclusion. He
recounts some reasons ((a)-(e)) for thinkingthat the Theodore case
isn't possible,says "itis not clear thateach of (a)-(e) shouldbe granted.
Most if not all of them are controversial"(p. 189), and adds that
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it is therefore "reasonableto believe, at least, that the Theodore case
has not been shown to be impossible"(p. 189). So far, so good; but he
goes on to say
Since I am not confidentabout each premise in this argumentfor the impossibilityof
unintendedpersons, I am inclined to believe that, whetherpersons are materialthings
or immaterialthings, it is possible for them to come to exist without having been
intended,andhence,withouthavingbeen designed(189).

(We must note parentheticallythat what is at issue is not the possibilityof unintendedpersons,but the possibilityof personswho are both
unintended(createdby virtue of whoppingincompetence)and also not
a product of evolution.)But suppose someone offers you reasons (a)(n) for the propositionthat it is impossibleto squarethe circle;suppose
(a)-(n) are controversialand you are not confident of them; should
you conclude that in fact it is possible to squarethe circle? Surelynot.
Even if you are convinced that the argumentin question is the best
argumentfor the impossibilityof squaringthe circle, the most you can
properlyconcludeis that it has not so far been shown to be impossible.
Suppose someone offers inconclusive and controversialreasons for
thinkingit impossible that there be a necessarilyexistent being than
which none greateris possible;should you conclude that in fact this is
possible? If you do, you will find yourself (grantingS5 like modal
assumptions)committedto the conclusionof the ontologicalargument.
Taylorgoes on to say that "IfI am rightabout this, then it is reasonable to affirmthat the Theodore counterexampleshows that the nature
of our origin, whateverit might be, is not conceptuallylinked to our
capacity to have warrantedbeliefs."But this seems much too strong.
Whatwe have is that it hasn'tbeen shown that the Theodorecase is not
a counterexampleto the claim that the nature of our origin is conceptually linked to our capacityto have warrantedbeliefs;but that doesn't
make it reasonableto affirmthat the allegedcounterexampleshows that
the nature of our origins is not conceptuallylinked to our capacityto
have warrantedbeliefs. At most, it makes it reasonable not to affirm
that the nature of our origins is conceptuallylinked to our capacityto
have warrantedbeliefs. You propose an analysis of some concept; I
propose a counterexample;you think that the counterexampleisn't in
fact possible, and offer reasons for thinkingit isn't;I don't accept the
reasons. I can then properly continue to hold that your analysis is
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mistaken;but I can't properly claim that my counterexampleshows
your analysismistaken.To show that an accountis mistaken,an alleged
counterexamplemust be clearly possible; and the fact that someone
gives controversialreasonsfor supposingit impossibleis insufficientfor
its beingclearlypossible.
So far, therefore, the most that Taylor should allege against my
accountis that there is a state of affairsS such that if properfunction is
analyzablein the above way, then my accountimplies that S is impossible, when it is not independentlyclear that S is impossible.But I don't
see this as much by way of an objection to an analysis or account.
Indeed, it can be a positive advantage:if you are convinced that the
notion of proper functionis analyzablein the way Taylor suggests,and
furthermoreyou accept my accountof warrant,then you have a way of
comingto see somethingyou couldn'tsee otherwise.
Taylor has a second counterexample,this one involvinga person's
acquiringa new cognitive power "by accident".Clarence goes into a
coma; when he wakes, he "has acquiredthe capacityfor precognition
and clairvoyance";this is not as a result of any intentionalactivityon
the partof anyone,but strictlya matterof chance.Itjusthappens.
Now from the theisticpoint of view that Taylorand I share,the idea
of a thing'scoming to be strictlyby chance is at best suspicious:how
are we to think of it? According to theism, God not only creates the
world, but constantlyupholds and sustainsit, by way of a conserving
activity apart from which creation would vanish like a dream upon
awakening.He thereforetakes an active hand in whateverhappens in
his creation;and, of course, for any time t he knows what will happen
at t. But is there then room for Clarenceto acquirethese new cognitive
powersjust by chance?Would God conferthese powers on him, but do
so in a way that essentiallyinvolvessome kind of randomizingelement?
How is that to be understood?Is this really possible? It isn't clear to
me that it is. But it also isn't clear that it isn't;so let's suppose for the
moment that it is possible. If it is, is it the case that "if the concept of
properfunctionis to be analyzedin termsof an actuallydesigningagent
...", then we have here a counterexample to my account?

I'm inclinedto doubt it. Suppose I have a portableradio;I take it up
on the roof with me to keep me company while I clean the eaves
troughs.I clumsily knock it off the roof; it falls some 15 feet to the
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ground.I expect it to be broken;oddly enough,however,it does everything it did before, and in addition now receives stations from much
farther away - eastern Europe, say. It "worksbetter" as we would
probablysay, than it did before. NaturallyI'm pleased (if a bit puzzled)
by this new way of working.After a couple of weeks, however,it stops
working this new way, backslidingto its old. I am both disappointed
and perplexed;I claim that it is no longer workingproperly;I want to
fix it. Of course I don't know why it startedworkingin the betterway in
the first place, so I don't have a clue as to how to fix it. For want of a
better idea, I take it back up to the roof and knock if off again whereupon it once more receives those eastern European stations. I
thentell my wife thatthe radiois fixed andworksproperlyagain.
Now in the paradigmaticand central cases of proper function, a
thing works properlywhen it works the way it was designed to work:
that is, a consciousagent sets out to make somethingthatwill performa
given function, and this thing works properly when it performs that
function and does it the way in which it was designed to do it. In the
case of the radio that falls off the roof, we don't have this structure:
here (after the fall) the radio doesn't work the way it was designedto,
but does performthe same function,and in fact does it better.Still, I'm
right to say that the radio works properly again after I drop it the
second time, and wasn'tworkingproperlyafter it stopped workingthe
new way. In this case, its new way of workinggets adopted,somehow,
as its design plan. It thus acquires a new design plan: a new way in
which it is supposed to work; a new way in which it works when it is
workingproperly.And can't we think of Taylor'scase (if it is indeed
possible) along the same lines? Clarence'scognitive system now (by
chance) works differentlyfrom the way it did before: this new way of
workinggets adopted by us (and no doubt by Clarenceand possiblyby
God) as a new design plan; his cognitivefacultiesare now functioning
properlywhen they function in accord with this new design plan, and
hence his precognitionand clairvoyancecan constituteknowledge.As I
see it, therefore,two thingsare especiallyinterestingabout this example
of Taylor's:first,it bringsout the relativityof properfunctionto design
plan; and second, it illustrates some of the subtlety of the possible
relationsbetweendesigneranddesignplan.
Accordingly,(1) of Taylor'soriginaldilemmais false or doubtful-
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at least if we understandits antecedentin such a way that it is plausible.
To defend my account of warrant,therefore,I don't strictly speaking
need to go on to considerthe secondpremissof his dilemma,i.e.,
(2) If the concept of properfunctionis not analyzablein terms of some agent,then my
accountis not a superioralternativeto reliabilism.

Interestingissues arise here, however;so I want to say somethingabout
(2). The antecedent,says Taylor, gets divided into three cases: (a) the
notion of proper functionisn't analyzableat all, (b) it is analyzable,but
only in terms of 'internal'conditions and (c) it is analyzable,not in
termsof an actualdesigningagent,but insteadby way of a metaphorical
extension of the concept. Thought of this third way, the notion of
properfunctionis perhapssomethinglike a usefulfiction.
Taylor discounts (a); he thinks the concept of proper function is
indeed analyzable. And (b) figures into his argument only in the
following way: if we think (b) is true, then we may find it plausibleto
suppose that a being witha designplan could pop into existencejust by
chance;in the same way, if we think(b) is true,we may find it plausible
to think that a being could acquirea new design plan by chance.If so,
then we will not be moved by the alleged counterexamplesof the first
partof his paper.
A new problem, however, so he says, would emerge for my view.
This is that a counterexampleI use to reliabilismwill no longer be a
counterexample.Why so? I employ the "Case of the Epistemically
SerendipitousTumor"as a counterexampleto Fred Dretske'saccount
of warrant.3I use the same case in explaining"the problem of generality"that arises for the early Alvin Goldman'saccount.According to
the early Goldman,the degree of warrantenjoyed by a belief depends
upon the degree of reliabilityenjoyed by the belief producingprocess
that produces it. Here we are to think of process types, not process
tokens, says Goldman.But of course there will be many process types
involved in the productionof a given belief: vision, night vision on the
part of a 45-year-old male human being, and so on. Which is the
relevant type? Well, at any rate the relevant type will have to be
narrow:narrowenough so that all of its outputshave the same degree
of warrant.But if we take the relevanttypes thus narrowlyenough,then
clearlytherewillbe reliableprocesstypesthatdo not conferwarrant:
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Consider,for example,the person whose belief that he has a brain tumoris caused by
his braintumor.There is a rare but specific sort of brain tumor,we may suppose, such
that associated with it are a number of cognitive processes of the relevantdegree of
specificity,most of which cause its victim to hold absurdlyfalse beliefs. One of the
processes associatedwith the tumor,however,causes the victimto believe that he has a
brain tumor. Suppose, then, that S suffers from this sort of tumor and accordingly
believes that he suffersfrom a braintumor.... Then the relevanttype, while it may be
hardto specifyin detail,will certainlybe highlyreliable:but surelyit is not the case that
this belief - the belief that he has a brain tumor - has much by way of positive
epistemicstatusfor S.4

Now apropos of this objection to the Goldmanian and Dretskian
versionsof reliabilism,Taylorsays
But here is the crucial question:what is to prevent it from being the case that, in
acquiringthe brain tumor,Jane has also acquireda new cognitivedesign plan? If Jane
did acquirea new design plan, or if her existingdesign plan changed,then her tumorbeliefs could have been produced in a way that was in accordance with her (new)
design plan. . . If there is no way to discount the possibilitythat Jane's design plan
changed so as to sanction the tumor mechanism,as there appears not to be, then
Plantinga'scounterexampleagainstreliabilismand the motivationhe derivesfrom it for
his view of warrantlose theirforce. If this is the case, then it is unclearwhat advantages
Plantinga'sviewhas over reliabilism.

The suggestionseems to be thatif in fact it is possible to acquirenew
design plan by chance, then this counterexampleto reliabilismfails, in
which case, so the suggestionapparentlygoes, my view is not a superior
alternativeto reliabilism.But here I think there is misunderstanding.
The versions of reliabilismto which the above are relevant are such
that it follows from them that in the envisagedconditions,the person in
question(call her 'Jane')would have knowledge.By way of the counterexample in question,I argue that it is possible that under those conditions Jane not have knowledge and the beliefs in question not have
warrantfor her. Now what Taylor really points out is that under my
own account (and assumingthat it is possible to acquirea design plan
or a new design plan by chance) it is possible in those circumstances,
that Jane have knowledge,for it is possible that she has acquireda new
design plan here just by chance.Perhapsthat is possible (and perhapsit
isn't), but of course even if it is, that has no bearingon the success of
my counterexample.On the views of Goldmanand Dretske, it follows
from the descriptionof the case that Jane has knowledge;that is the
problem for their views, since clearlyit is possible, under those conditions, that she not have knowledge.Taylor points out that on my view,
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togetherwith the assumptionthat it is possible that a person acquirea
new design plan by chance,it is also possible that Jane have knowledge
underthe circumstancesdescribed.That may or may not be true, but it
is neitherhere nor there.
Finally, Taylor considers the possibility that one might analyze
proper function in counterfactualterms, perhaps thinking of the
analyzansas a sortof usefulfiction:
Given this counterfactualanalysis of the concept of proper function, the resulting
partial analysis of the concept of warrantis that a belief is warrantedonly if it is
produced by a cognitive process which is workingthe way it would work were it to
havebeen designedandwereit to be workingaccordingto design.5

Here Taylor points our first that there are many ways in which a thing
might work if it were designed;he notes next that the multiplicitycan
be reduced by the suggestionthat our cognitive faculties are working
properlywhen they are workingthe way in which they would work if
the theistic story were true. He then goes on to note that if the theistic
story is true,then there seems to be a certaindeterminateway in which
our cognitive faculties work when they work properly.This would be
their design plan; and on the theistic story, this design plan would
specify or encapsulatethe way God designed those faculties to work.
Let 'C' refer to this way of working- the way in which our faculties
work when they work properly,the way they work when they work in
accordwithour designplan.He thenmakesthe followingremark:
Given this, we can now employ a line of reasoning... to show that one construalof
Plantinga'sview reduces to reliabilism.If the membersof C are requiredfor warrant,
then the partialview of warrantwhich incorporatesthe concept of proper functioning
analyzedcounterfactuallyboils down to this:A belief is warrantedonly if it is produced
by properly functioningcognitive equipment.Cognitive faculties function properly if
and only if they are functioningas they would were they to have been designedby God
and were they to be functioning as God would have designed them to function.
Cognitivemechanismsare functioningin this latterway if and only if they possess the
propertieswhich are membersof C. Hence, a belief is warrantedonly if it is produced
by cognitivefacultieswhich instantiatethe propertieswhich are membersof C. . .. the
appeal to properfunctionin the analysisof warrantis unnecessary.Reliabilityplus the
other properties in C and not proper functioning are the concepts doing all the
explanatorywork.

Now first, there seems to be a logical problemhere. We startwith a
necessary condition for warrant:"a belief is warrantedonly if it is
produced by properly functioningcognitive equipment".In the next
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sentence Taylor suggeststhat the conditionin questionis equivalentto
anotherconditionin which there is no referenceto properfunction.He
concludesthe appealto the notion of proper functionin the analysisof
warrantis unnecessary.But all that we have learned,strictlyspeaking,is
that there is a necessarycondition of warrantthat makes no reference
to proper function;and that will be so whether or not an analysis of
warrant requires a reference to proper function. (Thus a necessary
condition of a belief's havingwarrantis that it be held by someone or
other.)
Of course it might be that an analysisof warrantcontainedseveral
conjuncts,only one of which involved the notion of proper function;
then, barringa logical nicety or two, it mightbe that if that conjunctis
equivalentto one that makes no referenceto proper function,then the
proposed analysis is equivalent to one that makes no reference to
proper function. But what is required is that the two conditions be
equivalentin the broadlylogical sense; materialequivalenceis insufficient; but it is only the latter that we have in the present case. We can
see this as follows. Taylor'ssuggestionseems to be this. Take the way
our facultiesfunctionwhen they do functionproperly(the specification
of that way of functioningis the design plan) and call it S. Now say
simply that a belief has warrantif and only if (a) it is produced by
faculties functioningaccordingto S, and (b) S is reliable (i.e., beliefs
formed by facultiesfunctioningaccordingto S will be for the most part
true).Thusyou altogetherbypassthe referenceto properfunction.
But there is a very serious problemwith this suggestion.Functioning
the way our cognitivefacultiesfunction (when they functionproperly)
is not a broadly logically necessary condition of cognitive faculties'
functioningproperly;functioningaccordingto the human designplan is
not necessaryfor warrant.It is possible that there be angels or AlphaCentaurianswith cognitivefacultiesthat functionproperly,but function
in a way very differentfrom the way our cognitivefaculties function;
hence functioningaccordingto our cognitivedesignplan isn'tnecessary
for cognitive proper function. (If in fact there are such creatures,
functioningaccordingto our cognitivedesign plan isn't even materially
equivalentto cognitiveproperfunction.)In the same way cardiachealth
on the part of a hummingbird,say, does not requirehavinga heartthat
meets the specificationsfor a properly functioninghuman heart. If it
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did, hummingbirdswould be in trouble:a properlyfunctioninghuman
heartweighsabout 100 times as much as a hummingbirdis supposedto
weigh.(Flyingmightpresenta problem.)
Well, could we avoid the notion of proper functionby sayingthat a
belief has warrantif it is produced by cognitive faculties functioning
accordingto some reliableway of working?Here there are two problems. First, somethingmust be said about the cognitive environment
(and perhaps we could try saying that B has warrantfor S if B is
produced by S's faculties functioningaccordingto a way of working
that is reliable in the cognitive environmentin which B is produced.)
But second, even if the set of cognitivepowers is reliable iuberhaupt,
it
doesn't follow that every belief produced by them has warrant.Maybe
some modules of the design plan are aimed, not at the productionof
true belief, but at something else. (For example, perhaps there is an
optimisticoverriderthat cuts in when you suffer from serious disease,
so that you think your chances of recovery to be greater than they
really are; this optimismincreasesyour chancesof survival,but doesn't
necessarilylead to warrantedbelief.) Shall we say that the belief has
warrantif and only if the cognitive process or module is functioning
reliablyin this veryinstance- i.e., things are such that in most of the
appropriatenearby possible worlds, a belief produced by this module
functioningin this way in this environmentis true?But this entailsonce
more that beliefs produced by the serendipitoustumor have warrant.
Shallwe say that B has warrantif and only if it is producedby a cognitive faculty that usually functions reliably?Not so: my vision usually
functionsreliably,neverthelesssome of the visualbeliefs I acquirewhen
drunk or druggeddo not have warrant.Here we seem to need, once
more, the notion of proper function: the problem is that in those
circumstancesmy visualapparatusdoes not functionproperly.So far as
I can see, there is no way of explainingwarrantin terms of reliability;
thereis no way at all of bypassingthe notionof properfunction.6
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